SCULPTURE

Presenting bronze and ceramic sculptures
along with paintings and drawings,
Embodiments of Infinity explores, celebrates,
and announces a world of pure form.
Biomorphic abstraction emerged in the early
20th century in sculpture and painting when
artists sought expression for nature’s germinal
forces of life through a language of pure form
that stood on its own, without fixed, rational
meaning. Suggestive of nature, but not
resembling its finished objects, the rounded
archetypal forms speak of essence and potency
that produce the multiplicity of nature’s forms.
This solo show by sculptor Flavius Pisapia is a
celebration of life forces, presenting an impactful
body of work, created over the past five years, in
a continual search for the forces and processes
that sustain and uplift us.

“I am inspired by the sculptors of the early

to every part of the sculpture, whether

twentieth century, whose work opens up a

prominent or subtle. Movement enables me

new world of pure form. Their sculptures are

to trust the unknown, learn detachment, and

non-representational, evoking shapes of the

embrace change. It allows things to emerge

natural world without replicating them. The

and dissolve in the process of becoming.

forms are complete in themselves. The most

The third stage is intuitive, where I feel one

important aspect of my artwork is the process

with the sculpture. It is when I will often have

of emergence. I prefer to surprise myself and

break-throughs. I now make simple yet daring

grow with my art from the inside out, instead

changes, searching for the essence of the form

of working with a fixed idea. I venture out

by decluttering and removing distractions. The

from a germinal starting point, with questions

fleeting inner reality and story fashioned in

related to form itself.

clay are then transferred to bronze.

This ensures that what arises is fresh and

The foundry where I work with the studio

new to me. All stories have a beginning,

artisans uses the lost-wax method. It dates

middle, and end. The main character evolves

back to the third millennium BC. I choose to

through these three acts. He shifts from naive

work in bronze because it’s a material that

to mature, inexperienced to experienced,

lends permanence and strength to the form.

unknown to the known. I see my artistic

After a few months, the piece is ready for

process as also consisting of three stages.

the final touches. I choose the color of the

Perceiving the artwork, growing with it, and

patina and decide how it is to be mounted.

feeling one with it. When I begin a new project,

I also create a suitable base for it. When the

I make handmade clay models. I saturate

sculpture is complete, it takes some time of

my imagination with various visual qualities.

observation and reflection to title it. My work

I choose to work with clay because it is very

often invokes human forms in connection

malleable, and can undergo quick changes.

to nature, but I leave the viewer free to find

In this early stage, I use archetypal forms

their own meaning. Part of the magic of

like a sphere or a saddle plane as a starting

non-representational art is that it invites

point. This provides infinite possibilities. Then,

an ongoing conversation with the viewer.

seeking inspiration, I engage with qualities of

The creative process continues, even once

movement, balance, and life. I pay attention

the strength of the bronze has fastened the

especially to the transitions. I apply movement

moving form in space.”
— Flavius Pisapia

Knowledge

53 x 28 x 18 cm. Bronze & marble
96,050.00 ₹

Man

28 x 33 x 30 cm. Bronze & marble
96,050.00 ₹

Life

48 x 25 x 18.5 cm. Bronze & marble
96,050.00 ₹

Sempre

Crescendo

Dolce

Energico

47.7 x 22 x 12 cm. Bronze & marble
89,080.00 ₹

55 x 24 x 11.5 cm. Bronze & marble
89,080.00 ₹

50 x 23 x 11.5 cm. Bronze & marble
89,080.00 ₹

51.8 x 19.5 x 11.5 cm. Bronze & marble
89,080.00 ₹

Vivace

51.6 x 19.5 x 11.5 cm. Bronze & marble
89,080.00 ₹

Amoroso

Maestoso

52.5 x 30.5 x 14 cm. Bronze & marble
89,080.00 ₹

50.2 x 31 x 15 cm. Bronze & marble
89,080.00 ₹

Reclining Form 1

Reclining Form 2

Reclining Form 3

Reclining Form 4

15 x 15 x 8 cm. Bronze & marble
23,020.00 ₹

13 x 17 x 8 cm. Bronze & marble
23,020.00 ₹

Reclining Form 5

15 x 20 x 10 cm. Bronze & marble
23,020.00 ₹

15 x 15 x 8 cm. Bronze & marble
23,020.00 ₹

15 x 13 x 8 cm. Bronze & marble
23,020.00 ₹

Aspire

10.5 x 16.6 x 9 cm. Bronze & marble
23,020.00 ₹

Spritely

26.5 x 13.5 x 9 cm. Bronze & marble
30,080.00 ₹

Fearless

30.2 x 12 x 10 cm. Bronze & marble
37,060.00 ₹

Relations

20 x 7.5 x 7.5 cm. Raku ceramic
12,049.00 ₹

Standing

34 x 10 x 10 cm. Raku ceramic
15,049.00 ₹

Intersected

12.5 x 21 x 14 cm. Raku ceramic
14,030.00 ₹

Local Movement

14.5 x 20 x 7 cm. Raku ceramic
10,000.00 ₹

Upwards

20.5 x 18 x 8.5 cm. Raku ceramic
12,010.00 ₹

Life Force

20.8 x 18 x 9 cm. Raku ceramic
14,030.00 ₹

Light Force

21 x 18.5 x 9.5 cm. Raku ceramic
14,030.00 ₹

Metamorphosis

14.5 x 22 x 7 cm. Raku ceramic
12,010.00 ₹

Two Tone

23 x 16 x 8.5 cm. Raku ceramic
14,030.00 ₹

Grounded

24 x 17 x 11 cm. Raku ceramic
12,010.00 ₹

Harlequin

23 x 24 x 8.5 cm. Raku ceramic
14,030.00 ₹

Autumn

27.3 x 16.5 x 9 cm. Raku ceramic
14,030.00 ₹

Healing Wave

17 x 27 x 28 cm. Acrylic & resin
36,050.00 ₹

Courage Offering

Descending Strength

World’s Edge

Weaving Feelings

183 x 122 cm. Acrylic on canvas
90,000.00 ₹

120 x 100 cm. Oil on canvas
80,000.00 ₹

183 x 122 cm. Acrylic on canvas
90,000.00 ₹

120 x 100 cm. Oil on canvas
80,000.00 ₹

Conceiving Verve

Shifting Perspectives

Elysian Fields

Natural Memory

183 x 122 cm. Acrylic on canvas
1,00,000.00 ₹

120 x 100 cm. Oil on canvas
80,000.00 ₹

183 x 122 cm. Acrylic on canvas
1,00,000.00 ₹

120 x 100 cm. Oil on canvas
80,000.00 ₹

Summer Heights

120 x 100 cm. Oil on canvas
80,000.00 ₹

Travelling Reflections
120 x 100 cm. Oil on canvas
80,000.00 ₹

Leading Light

120 x 100 cm. Oil on canvas
80,000.00 ₹

Breathing

Listless

Playful

Activity

35 x 43 cm. Pencil, conté & acrylic on paper
8,800.00 ₹

35 x 43 cm. Pencil, conté & acrylic on paper
8,800.00 ₹

35 x 43 cm. Pencil, conté & acrylic on paper
8,800.00 ₹

35 x 43 cm. Pencil, conté & acrylic on paper
8,800.00 ₹

Objects

35 x 43 cm. Pencil, conté & acrylic on paper
8,800.00 ₹

Directions

35 x 43 cm. Pencil, conté & acrylic on paper
8,800.00 ₹

Scenery

35 x 43 cm. Pencil, conté & acrylic on paper
8,800.00 ₹

Gathering Warmth

100 x 250 cm. Acrylic on Ply Board
1,00,000.00 ₹

Sweet Unveiling

120 x 100 cm. Oil on canvas
80,000.00 ₹

Flavius Valone Pisapia is an Italian-Romanian artist born in Bucharest, in
1981. He earned an MA in Transpersonal
Arts & Therapy, England, 2014, a
Diploma in Transformative Arts,
England, 2011, and a BA (Hons) in Film
and Video, England and Wales, 2005.
He studied sculpture and painting
with practicing artists and mentors in
the UK. Since 2016 he resides in India.
Solo exhibitions include Embodiments
of Infinity at The Cube Gallery (Goa,
2021), The Higher Self at Monalisa
Kalagram (Pune, 2018), The Way of the
Heart at Art Mandala (Pune, 2017), and
Soul Journey at Gyaan Adab (Pune,
2016). His work has been included in a
group show entitled Woven Together
at Juneja Art Gallery (Jaipur, 2018).
He recently worked on several series
of bronze sculptures as an artist in
residence at Studio Sukriti in Jaipur.
His artwork is in private collections
worldwide.

An accoplished artist (CAL ARTS), architect (SCI ARC) and
builder, Sonny has been living in Goa after moving from Los
Angeles 10 years ago. He has worked for more than 25 years
in challenging projects for adversting as well as architecture.
His passion and drive for art and design is clear and present
in all his creations, as well as his interest to share and leave
a legacy behind for children and his community. In his most
ambitious project. Satinder has combined the passion of
both professional experiences, the architect and the artist,
creating in the village of Moira, The Cube Gallery Project.

CUBE GALLERY
430/1 Calizor vado, (Next to Main Moira Church)
Village Moira, Bardez, Goa 403507

9422806748

gallery@thecubegoa.com

www.cubegallerygoa.com

